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The limiting numbe! of switching elements to which any given switching 
element may �upply �Ign�S has been tenned the "fan-out" of the element. 
Whenever logical .design IS undertaken, such fan-out restrictions must be ob
served by th

.
e desIgne�, and the conditions imposed by these restrictions are 

usually consIdered qUIte separately from the logical conditions of the design. 
However, the spe�ds of 10gIC� ele�ents in .a switching system have long been 
known to bear an Inverse reiattonship to theIr fan-out. This inverse relationship 
results from the fact that both speed and fan-out place conflicting requirements 
upon the power amplification of the element. In parallel computers, for ex
ample, one of the gr�atest limitations in speed occurs when signals from the 
control must be amplified and sent to all the gates in a register. This amplifica
tion is perfonned whenever a word is transferred from one register to another, 
and, in particular, it limits the speed of such operations as shifting and multi
plication, which involve a large number of such transfers. 

Circuit designers have recognized the fact that computation speed is often 
limited by the time required to amplify control signals and transmit them to the 
registers, and so have tended to concentrate upon the design of fast cable drivers 
and gate drivers rather than upon the design of flip-flops and other logical 
elements whose individual speeds have relatively little influence upon the speed 
of computation. On the other hand, logical designers and system designers 
have not usually been influenced by such considerations of the effect of fan-out 
upon speed, or at least not to the same extent, and the methods used for carrying 
out calculations and for performing arithmetic have remained unaffected. 

In the present discussion a method of logical design will be proposed that is 
based upon the notion that fan-out is always limited and that calculation time 
depends upon the amount of amplification that .must be performed. AI!hough 
the method will be described from the standpomt of asynchronous lOgICS, the 
basic problem is common to both asynchronous and synchronous systems, 
and a variation of the method may be derived that applies to synchronous 
systems. However, when the procedure is used for the design of an a�ynchronous 
system the methods used automatically ensure that the result WIll be speed
independent. Hence no special precautions need b� taken during design to 
make certain that the course followed by the calculatIOn does not depend upon 
the speeds of the logical switching elements. 
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D ·  l·ncluding logical design, is carried out by interconnecting stand eSlgn, . d·· d 
. ard 

logical blocks for transmitting and processmg IgitS an control Information 
H ver the standard logical blocks that are used are somewhat more com r· 

ca��e
tha� the usual AND-, ORo, and NOT-elements from which logical des

} � 
. usually begun. Instead the blocks are formed from several logical eleme

g 
IS . . I k d . 

I . . nts 
connected in a way characterIstlc of the b oc ,an In genera , 10 a way Involv· 
feedback so that the block has memory and is capable of retaining infor�:� 
tion. 

Rather rigid rules will·be set down for conn�cting logical blo�ks to form a 
larger circuit. This set of rules has been chosen m a somewhat arbItrary fashio 
but with the idea that it should be as simple as possible. It must, howeve; 
fulfill the dual purpose of ensuring both that the res�ltinp circuit shall b� 
speed-independent and that the fan-out shall be mamtamed below some 
specified value. Also, by careful choic� of. t�e set of in.terconnection rules 
one may reduce the design effort by simplifymg the deSIgn procedure . Al
though the resulting circuit is of a rather special type, it fulfills the behavior 
specifications. . 

Each type of block in the set of standard block types IS completely specified 
by 

(1) listing and describing the logical decision elements (such as AND-, ORo, 
and NOT-elements) that make up the block, and listing the interconnections 
of these elements within the block; and 

(2) designating a set of links by which the block may be connected to another 
block, and specifying the lines which comprise each such link. 

A link, formed from a set of lines, makes possible the connection of the given 
block to another block. Each link of a block may contain several lines but will 
always contain at least one input line and at least one output line. An output 
line is taken as a line that is connected to the output of some element in the 
block; an input line is one that is not. Both input and output lines may be 
connected to the inputs of one or more elements in the block, although such 
connections do not always exist in output lines. 

Whenever two blocks are connected together by means of some link, it is 
necessary for all input lines of the link of one block to be connected to output 
lines of the link of the other block and vice versa. Thus, if two blocks are to be 
connected together by a pair of links, the number of output lines of one link 
must equal the number of input lines of the other link. When such a connection 
is made the two links must be regarded as no longer available to other blocks 
for making other connections. Instead, any further connections to these blocks 
must be made through other links that are as yet unused. 

The internal design of each block and the set of states through which it may 
pass are restricted in such a way that the signal changes (changes from 0 to I 

or from I to 0) that occur on the lines of anyone link must occur in a well
�e�ned sequence and must occur alternately upon input and output lines. Thus 
It. IS ne�er possible fo.r �wo changes to occur concurrently upon the lines of � 
�IVen

.
lm�, although It IS possible for concurrent changes to occur upon tw 

hnes m dIfferent links. Also, after a change has occurred upon some line in a 
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given link the
. 
nex� c�a.nge upon a line in that link must be upon a line passing 

'n the opposIte dIrection. However, these latter rules will be automatically �ulfined if the blocks are con�tructed and used properly, and the logical designer 
of the system need not be dIrectly concerned with them. 

After � ci�cuit has �een for.med fro� blocks in this fashion, it will be capable 
of handhng mfor�atIon by vI�tue of ItS local structure. Digits pass from block 
to block and remam un�o?rdmate? ex.cept when they happen to impinge upon 
the same block. Thus dIgItS carrYI�g mformation will pass through the circuit 
in somewhat the same way as particles through a fluid, interfering only when 
they meet. . .  . 

The rate at WhlC� mformatI?n l?ass�s through a circuit of this type does not 
depend upon the SIze of the CIrCUIt, smce all interactions are local. Thus one 
may increase the size of the circuit without sacrificing speed in digital operations. 
However, for . the same reason it is not possible to use a conventional design 
with a centrahzed control of the usual type. Instead one must expect to deter
mine the course of a calculation by directing the digits of the numbers involved 
to an appropriate portion of the machine. Compared to the conventional type 
of computer, a machine of this sort would tend to contain a greater number of 
specialized units for performing the various operations and would not contain 
the general-purpose devices (such as the adder-accumulator) that are common 
in machines today. Also, methods of performing arithmetic and other operations 
must be altered so that only a few digits interact at a time during the course 
of the operation. 

As approached from this point of view, new meanings will be attached to 
the concepts of economy in time and equipment, since elementary logical 
operations can only be regarded as taking place between a few digits at a time, 
and executing large-scale parallel transfers of information under the continuous 
supervision of a centralized control becomes entirely pointless. However, 
parallel operations may be made to occur, but in a more spontaneous way 
after some initial direction from control signalS. In a computer constructed 
in this fashion, one may expect to find logical operations occurring at the 
natural speeds of the logical elements rather than at the speeds of the drivers, 
which are fed by long lines from the control. Although a design of this type 
may realize an improvement in speed of as much as a factor of ten, the amount 
of equipment required is likely also to be much greater in terms of numbers 
of elementary decision elements. 

Feasibility of systems of the type to be described here will be enhanced by 
the development, in the future, of more economical yet fast logic elements. Such 
elements, however, need not be connected to large numbers of control lines 
and therefore could be conveniently adapted to printed techniques. One 
difficulty would result from the use of conventional parallel high-speed memo
ries with asynchronous block logic. In such memories, word transfers take 
place as a result of signals originating in the control, and hence these memories 
are poorly matched to the logic system to be discussed presently. A more 
natural way to handle the memory problem would be to construct the memory 
from logical blocks similar to those used in the other sections of the computer. 
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I memory of this type, however, would only be practicable if th A large-sea e h i e 
ical blocks could be made very c eap y. . . log 

h . f particular set of block types wIll be determmed by a var" The.c OI� 0 a
nsiderations but for purposes of illustration We shall se�ety of eng�n�nnfa�?c set which' will be used throughout the remainder of t�t a. partl�u ar

The use o'f this basic set should not be taken as an indication th St dISCUssIOn. . . d a 
the construction ofloosely coordinated asynchronous CIrcUIts epends Upon the 
s ialized properties of a particul�r set of elements. The problem of chOOsing 
s� a set of blo�k type� �s similar m many respects to the problem of choosing 
a set of basic logtcal deCISIon elements (AND, O�, N<?T) to construct the blocks 
from. However, the number of block types reqUIred IS greater than the number 
of decision element types, and the functi�ns of the block types a�e more numer_ 
ous. Furthermore it is probably not deSIrable froI? the standpoInt .of economy 
to use a minimum number of block types. Just as In the case of logIcal decision 
elements an increase in the number of types above the minimum often allows 
one to d,nstruct simpler and more economica� circuits. . 

Several types of logical decision elements wIll be used In the construction of 
blocks. Besides using AND- and OR-elements, we shall also make use of 
AND-NOT- and OR-NOT-elements, w�ch are the same as the preceding 
elements but with inverted output. In addItlon to these we shall use C-elements 
or memory devices that have two inputs and one output. The C-element 
retains its previous state as long as its two inputs do not agree with each other, 
but tends toward the state of the inputs whenever they both contain identical 
signals. We shall also imagine the availability of C-elements that have more 
than two inputs and are brought to the state of the inputs only when all tines 
agree. 

The invention of a new type of decision element, the C-element, is not a 

necessity for the construction of the blocks. Although it is not possible to 
simply replace the C-element by its Boolean equivalent in terms of AND- and 
OR-elements and retain the same dynamic properties of speed independence 
for the resulting circuit, it is possible to dispense with the C-element. This is 
done by using more conventional flip-flops, constructed from the usual decision 
elements in circuits similar to, but slightly more complicated than, the ones 
described here. 

Int:onnation wit�n �locks is represented in the form of binary digits in a 

�wo-hne system, USIng eIther 0 and I on the pair of lines or else I and 0, depend· 
lOt? upon whe!her the binary digit being represented is a zero or a one. The pau. 0 and 0 IS used to separate digits, and is treated as a blank or spacer. 
A: hnk between blocks that are used for passing information contains three hn�s;. two of these lines go in the direction of information flow and the re
�alOI�g line used to indicate the acceptance of information goes in.' the opposite 
dlrect�o�. A se�nd type of link, which is used for passing signals that do not cont�m mfor�atIOn, uses only two lines. As explained before these lines must pass In opposIte directions ' 

bl��y�cal �lock is shown
· 
in Fig. 1. The two links at the left-hand side of the 

ve t ree and two lines each and the link on the right-hand side has three 
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lines. However, the three-line link t 
whereas the link on the right has t on he left has two inputs and pne output, 

mation passes from left to right th wo o~tpl!ts and one input. Evidently infor

right may be connected to anoth r~.ug this block. The three-line link on the 

but not to another link having t er mk of the type appearing at the upper left 

FIG. 1 

wo outputs and one input. 

OR 
NOT 

FIG. 2 

In the .qui~scent state,. both C-elements of this block are in the 0 condition. 

Infor~alIon ~s brought mto the block by the application of a I signal to one 

of th~ mput hn~s on the. upper left link, and a I signal at the input of the lower 

left h~k. The m~orm~tlon passes through the upper link, and the lower link 

supph~s a regulatmg signal. If a I signal also is present at the input of the right

I:and hnk, th~n one of t~e C:-el~ments is enabled to pass into the I state. This 

slgn~l at the nght-hand hnk mdlcates that the block to the right of this link has 

received the spacer that was originally present in the block under discussion. 

After the information has passed into the present block, a completion signal is 

f?rmed at the output of the OR-NOT-element and passes to the left as a 0 

signal. The presence of this signal permits the next spacer to enter the two 

blocks connected to the left-hand links. 
A block type that is similar but does not contain the link on the lower left is 

shown in Fig. 2. By connecting blocks of this type together, we may form a 

chain of blocks in which two lines pass from left to right and one from right to 

left in each connecting link. If the initial state of the system is chosen in such a 

way that all OR-NOT-elements are in equilibrium and all binary digits repre

sented on pairs of lines are separated by spacers, then the result is speed

independent. The total number of binary digits does not change during the 

action of the circuit, and the order and identity of the individual digits are also 

retained, but the digits tend to pass to the right through the chain of blocks 

until, in the final equilibrium condition, the digits all lie in the rightmost blocks, 

separated by single blocks containing spacers. Thus, the digits in the line of 

blocks "fall" to the right through the line of blocks in the way that balls would 

roll through an inclined pipe, passing as far and as rapidly to the right as they 

can without interfering with the digits ahead o~ them. . . . 

The complete set of blocks using C-elements IS sho,,:n In I:'lg. 3: An ~bbrevl

ated symbolism is shown at the right of each block In which smgle hnes are 

used to represent links. Within each block the C-elements are numbered, and 

Within each link the C-elements to which the lines of the link are connected are 
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CIRCUIT 

SYMBOL NAME 

-E 
} SINGLE-LINE 

ABSORBER 

-D 
DOUBLE-LINE 
ABSORBER 

~-DSINGLE-LiNE 
c I I DELAY 

OT 

mODOUBLE-LiNE 
c ~ 2 DELAY 

ONO 

~OSYNCHRONIZING 
BLOCK 

OR NOT 

~OSINGLE-LiNE 
I BIFURCATOR 

OR NOT 

CIRCUIT 

W 
OR NOT 

FIG. 3 

SYMBOL 

I AND BLOCK 
2 

indicated In the abbreviated symbolism by numbers written next to the lin\ 
If the link has two lines passing in the same direction, then the numbers ~ 
the C-elements connected to the top line are written above the numbers of t ~ 
C-elements connected to the bottom line. It is always assumed that a 
the C-elements connected to two lines passing in one direction are connected to a 
single line passing in the opposite direction. Input lines to the block are co

n
h 

nected directly to the C-elements, whereas output lines are connected thro~g tf 
an OR-element if they pass to the right and through an OR_NOT-elem

en 
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they pass to the left. An arro . 
I 
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t�e d�rectio� of the �OT-ele�;�r :��d 
.
on eac� link in a direction COunter to 

directIon of mformatIOn transfer h 
CIat:d wIth the link. This is also th 

The set of blocks has the prop 
w
t 

e
h
n the lInk contains three lines 

e 

b d 
er y t at any . 

f r 
. 

may e connecte together, provided tha 
paI� 0 Inks on any pair of blocks 

two links agree (left hand links rna I 

t the dIrections of the arrows On the 
vice versa), and provided that the fwon/ �e connected to right hand links and 
If the conne�tion rules are followed a 

°
d 
�� � C?�t�in the same number of lines. 

in accord wIth the binary digit and 
�. 1. t e InItial state of the circuit is chosen 

the result will be a speed-independent 
����h�cer convention described earlier, 

FiG. 4 

To carry out the design of a us:ful circuit consisting of these blocks it is 
necessary to know how they function as conveyors and f . 

fi . . .  processors 0 In or-
matIo? LogIcal operatIO�s between digits are provided in the AND and 
exclusIve-OR blocks and m combinations of these using appro . t . t _ 

h f 1· 
. h· . pna e In er 

c anges 0 me.s WIt m
. 

l!nk� to �arry �ut invers�ons. when necessary. The 
cor�ect channelIng ?f dIgIts IS desI�ned I?tO the CIrCUIt with the help of the 
vanous typt;S of .switches and the bifurcatmg block, which duplicates the digit 
that passes mto It. 

Only one digit may be present in any one block at a time and, in view of the 
fact that pairs of digits must always be separated by spacers, we see that no 
more than about half the blocks may hold distinct digits at one time. Even 
fewer digits than this are actually present because if the digits are to move 

through the circuit we must provide blocks for duplication of digits and spacers 

during transition. In fact, if one assumes that all blocks undergo changes in 

approximately the same length of time, then the maximum information proces

sing rate is obtained if there are two blocks for each digit and two blocks for 

each spacer. In this case half of the blocks are in equilibrium while half are 

undergoing transition at any given time. Owing to the fact that the number of 

digits present in the circuit varies as a function of time one cannot expect to 

obtain this optimum information processing rate in practice, and usually more 

than half of the blocks are in equilibrium. . 
Three examples of basic circuits are given in which the blocks I� use .are 

those taken from the basic set shown in Fig. 3. The first example (FIg. 4) IS a 

counter that uses three types of blocks. Although the counter. i�self does. not 

process binary digits, it may be used to 
.
co�trol t?e fI�w of �I�ts . to v�nous 

other blocks. After receiving a signal at Its Input I� dehv�rs 2 sImIlar Signals 

at its output. Such action is accomplished by
. 
usmg sV:I�ch blocks tha� feed 

alternate inputs to the output. Thus queues of SIgnals waltmg at the two mputs 

are merged and alternately fed to the output. 
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2 I 1 2 

2 2 

FIG. 5 One stage of a multiplication circuit. 

� 2 -

Figure 5 is a sketch of a multiplier unit composed of blocks that ca.rry digits. 
It is impossible to assign a completely definite order to the processmg of the 
digits of the numbers being handled. Yet such order does exist with respect 
to the events that occur at any one position in the circuit . 

The multiplier and the multiplicand pass through the two chains of delay 
and bifurcating blocks at the bottom of the figure. The multiplicand passes to 
the right as the multiplier passes to the left. Since it is impractical in the

'
pr�sent 

system for the individual multiplier digits to operate upon the entire mul�phc
.
and 

at once, we chose the present arrangement, in which digit-by-digit combmatIOnS 
o� multiplier and multiplicand occur . A product is accumulated in the blocks 
lymg abo�� the t�o �otto.m �hai�s. As each digit of the product is accumulate:

J a carry dIgIt (whIch In thIs CHCUlt may be either a 0 or a I) is generated and fi 
into the next higher digit position. Carries in this circuit pass to the left at the 
s�n:e rate that �ul�iplier digits pass to the left. Parallel combinatio� of t�� digits of the multIpher and multiplicand Occurs in such a way that the dlfferen 
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in sig�ificance of any pair of combining digits is the same at any instant, 
assummg all blocks have about equal speed. After both multiplier and mUltipli
cand have passed from their respective chains the completed product will have 
been formed. 

It is interesting to note that the delay blocks placed between stages at the 
bottom of the multiplication circuit are necessary for the correct operation of 
the circuit. Without these delay blocks the circuit would fail completely to 
operate, and "traffic jam" conditions would exist among the di�ts, causi�g 
the digits to stop flowing, except in a slow, serial fashion. Clea!ly, .. f s�ste�atIc 
algebraic (or other) rules are forf!1ulated for designing such Circuits, It wIll be 
necessary to take such problems mto account. 
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